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	Thai Charter Court in Political Drama: Election Commission Gets Deadline to Review Move Forward Party’s FateBy Editorial Team on March 20, 2024


In the heart of Thailand's bustling political arena, an intriguing drama worthy of a prime-time soap opera unfolds. The Charter Court, an esteemed guardian of...
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	Largest Gambling Den Raid in Nonthaburi’s Bang Yai: Anutin Charnvirakul’s Stand Against Illegal EmpireBy Editorial Team on March 20, 2024


In the shadowy underbelly of Nonthaburi's Bang Yai district, a story unfolds that would rival the plot of a crime thriller. Picture this: a large,...
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	Srettha Thavisin Champions Renewable Energy Future for Thailand: U.S. Commerce Secretary’s Visit Sparks New EraBy Editorial Team on March 20, 2024


Imagine a world where the sun's golden rays and the wind's gentle whispers could power our future. This vision is closer to reality in Thailand,...
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	Royal Thai Police Saga: Pol Gen Torsak and Deputy ‘Big Joke’ Unite Amid Legal TurmoilBy Editorial Team on March 20, 2024


In a plot thickening narrative that could very well belong to one of those nail-biting political dramas, the heart of the Royal Thai Police headquarters...
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	Move Forward Party Faces Dissolution Threat in Thailand: Lese Majeste Law Controversy EscalatesBy Editorial Team on March 20, 2024


In the stately halls of the Constitutional Court, a whirlwind of legal intrigue has unfolded, pulling the ever-daring Move Forward Party (MFP) into a complex...
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PM Srettha Thavisin Champions Inclusive Democracy at Seoul Summit: A Vision for Future Generations
 

PM Srettha Thavisin Champions Inclusive Democracy at Seoul Summit: A Vision for Future Generations


By Editorial Team on March 20, 2024
 


Imagine a world where every voice echoes through the halls of power, where the digital realm intertwines with reality in both uplifting and divisive waves. This was the backdrop when Prime Minister Srettha Thavisin who doubles as the finance minister, stepped onto the virtual stage at the 3rd Summit for Democracy in Seoul. The air was charged with anticipation as he prepared to address the theme: “Democracy for Future Generations”, an invitation extended by none other than South Korean President Yoon Suk Yeol. The serene setting of a video conference belied the gravity of Thavisin’s message. Speaking from the heart and the helm of Thailand’s government, he laid bare the dual ghosts haunting modern democracy: rising inequality and the polarizing specter of social media. The premier didn’t just voice concerns; he represented a nation that, as freshly reaffirmed by last year’s general elections, robustly embraces democratic values. To navigate the…







Thailand’s Police Drama: PM Srettha Orders Shake-Up Amid Corruption Probe
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By Editorial Team on March 20, 2024
 


In the bustling heart of Thailand’s political and police universe, a twist worthy of a prime-time drama unfolded, casting the nation’s top cops in a narrative of intrigue, transfers, and allegations that could easily rival the most gripping of television series. The central figures of this saga are none other than Pol General Torsak “Big Tor” Sukvimol, the National Police Chief, and his right-hand man, Pol General Surachate “Big Joke” Hakparn, both of whom found their destinies taking a sharp turn after a pivotal meeting with Prime Minister Srettha Thavisin. The stage was set on a Wednesday that would go down in the annals of Thai law enforcement history, as Srettha, acting with the gravity befitting his office, issued transfer orders for both Big Tor and Big Joke. The whispers and rumors that had been swirling reached a crescendo, indicating that Deputy RTP chief Pol General Kittirat “Big Tai” Phanphet…







Prime Minister Srettha Thavisin’s Bold Shuffle in Thai Police Ranks: Strategy or Gambit?
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By Editorial Team on March 20, 2024
 


In an unexpected twist that sounds more like the plot of a political thriller than a day at the office, the corridors of power in Thailand were buzzing when Prime Minister Srettha Thavisin made a bold move. In an endeavour to quash a burgeoning storm within the Royal Thai Police Office, he transferred the national police chief Torsak Sukvimol and his deputy Surachate Hakparn straight to the PM’s Office on Wednesday. The atmosphere was charged as reporters swarmed National Police Chief Torsak Sukvimol for comments. Yet, amidst the flurry of microphones and flashing cameras, Torsak maintained a composed demeanor, hinting at the drama unfolding behind the scenes. The plot thickened earlier that day when, in a scene ripe for cinematic adaptation, Pol Gen Torsak and Pol Gen Surachate shared a vehicle, heading to what would be a fateful meeting with Mr. Srettha. Little did they know, their professional journey was…







Prime Minister Srettha Meets Mythical Albino Buffalo: Elevating Thai Culture on the Global Stage
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By Editorial Team on March 20, 2024
 


In a spectacle that seemed torn right from the pages of a modern-day fairytale, a near-mythical creature embarked on an extraordinary journey to the prestigious Government House. This wasn’t just any creature, but a rare albino buffalo stud, nearly five years in the making of its own legend. Its mission? To capture the heart and imagination of none other than Prime Minister Srettha Thavisin, in a bid to elevate the majestic Thai buffalo to a status of national treasure and a beacon of soft power. Prime Minister Srettha Thavisin, a towering figure himself at 192cm, found himself eye-to-eye with the living emblem of beauty and strength. “I had no idea that there was ever such a beautiful buffalo before!” he exclaimed, a statement that echoed the sentiments of all who have been graced by its presence. This wasn’t merely a meeting; it was a dialogue between giants, both in stature…
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By Editorial Team on March 20, 2024
 


Imagine a place where the line between bravery and sheer lunacy blurs – welcome to the enthralling spectacle at Samut Prakan Crocodile Farm and Zoo. On an ordinary Wednesday, this haven for scale-covered behemoths turned into a theatre of the wild, extending an open invitation to media mavens to feast their eyes on an exhibition that flirts with danger. Here, you don’t merely spectate; you’re thrust into the heart of audacity as trained handlers dance at the edge of death, wrestling with crocodiles and daring to place their heads within the lethal embrace of these primordial giants’ open jaws. But why stop at crocodiles when you can witness the grace of elephants defying every ounce of their massive frames? These gentle giants here have mastered the art of entertainment, walking tightropes thinner than your patience on a Monday, dancing with a grace that would put seasoned ballerinas to shame, and…
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By Editorial Team on March 20, 2024
 


In a tale that could rival the fables of old, nestled in the heart of Thailand’s verdant landscapes, Assoc Prof Dr Somporn Isvilanonda, a sage of agricultural lore and a senior fellow at the Knowledge Network Institute of Thailand, has cast a wary eye over a curious government initiative. This cautionary note unraveled in a narrative filled with commerce, rice, and the specter of corruption – ingredients ripe for an epic saga. Our story unfolds with Deputy Prime Minister and Commerce Minister Phumtham Wechayachai embarking on a journey to Surin province on a day marked by fate, March 14. His destination? Two ancient vaults of grain, the Poonpol Trading Co Ltd’s 4th warehouse in the Muang district and the legendary 2nd Kittichai warehouse in the Prasat district. These storied chambers held within them treasures of a bygone era – sacks of rice, 32,879 in one and a staggering 112,711 in…
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By Editorial Team on March 20, 2024
 


Imagine stepping onto a train, the doors whistling closed behind you as you swipe your pass, and – surprise! You’re not about to dent your wallet because, thanks to Transport Minister Suriya Juangroongruangkit, a journey anywhere on the Red and Purple lines now costs a mere 20 baht. This isn’t a drill, nor is it the plot of a futuristic utopia novel. It’s the reality for commuters in Thailand, who’ve been reveling in this financial breath of fresh air since October 15. But what’s the real impact of this seemingly small change? Let’s dive into the world of trains, tickets, and tantalizing statistics. Upon flicking through the pages of the Rail Transport Department’s ledger, one can’t help but be struck by the seismic shift that occurred post-October 15. Before this wallet-friendly policy was introduced, the Red and Purple lines saw an average of 78,611 people per trip crisscrossing their networks.…
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By Editorial Team on March 20, 2024
 


In the verdant, bustling heart of Thailand’s Government House, an encounter unfolded on Wednesday morning that was as surreal as it was symbolic. Prime Minister Srettha Thavisin, in a moment that felt like a scene plucked from a vibrant Thai tapestry, extended a cautious hand to touch the horn of Ko Muang Phet, the world’s largest white water buffalo. The scene was framed by the intrigued gazes of onlookers, including Jittanart Limthongkul, the proud owner of the magnificent beast and a prominent figure at Vanasuwan Farm Co. The air buzzed with an electric mix of anticipation and respect as the Prime Minister regarded the colossal animal before him. But this was no ordinary photo op. For Prime Minister Srettha, Ko Muang Phet symbolized something far greater: a unique opportunity to wield the serene majesty of the Thai water buffalo as a form of “soft power” on the international stage. The…







Unexpected Kick Sparks Drama in Koh Phangan: Russian Expat’s Apology to Pregnant Thai Store Owner
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By Editorial Team on March 20, 2024
 


Imagine basking in the tropical paradise of Koh Phangan, where the air is filled with the scent of the sea, exotic fruits, and the promise of unforgettable adventures. This idyllic setting, however, was the backdrop for an event that sounds more like a scene from a soap opera than a day in paradise. Meet Alena, a 40-year-old Russian expat, whose apology was as unexpected as the incident itself. She found herself embroiled in a rather peculiar controversy that involved, of all things, a kick and a strict no-shoes policy. And then there’s Satika, a 34-year-old expectant mother and store owner, whose day took a turn for the surreal when she became the recipient of that unexpected kick. The story unfolded on the serene island of Koh Phangan, a place known more for its Full Moon Parties and laid-back vibe than for altercations. Satika, the entrepreneurial spirit behind a quaint shop…
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By Editorial Team on March 20, 2024
 


Once upon a time, in the year 1988, a set of passenger cars came to life, destined to become part of the legendary Hamanasu Express train service. This service was no ordinary one; it was a bridge connecting the islands of Hokkaido and Honshu in Japan, whisking travelers on the final leg of their journey through Hokkaido with unforgettable grace until its final run on March 21, 2016. The Hamanasu passenger cars, named after Hokkaido’s emblematic Japanese rose, embarked on a new adventure last week, following an announcement by SRT Governor Nirut Maneepan. This announcement wasn’t just any news; it was the revelation of a grand plan to reincarnate the Hamanasu cars into the splendid “SRT Royal Blossom” tourist train. These cars, having made the long journey from Japan, were discovered in a deceptively serene retirement in Chonburi province, waiting for a new purpose. Despite their pristine condition, they encountered…
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